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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study existence problems for equations of the form 
fEAu+Bu (1) 
in a real reflexive Banach space E. Here A is a subset of E x E* and B is the 
subdifferential of a lower-semicontinuous convex function a, of E into 
]-co, +co]. There will be no further restrictions on the map rp. As for the 
operator A, we suppose that 
(i) Vx E Dam(q), Ax is a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of 
E*; and 
(ii) for each [x1, wI] and [x2, wZ] in A 
(WI - w2 3 XI - 4 + n(x, , x2) > P(XI - x*) 
with A a function of E x E into ]-co, +co [ and /? a lower-semicontinuous 
convex function of E into ]-co, +co [. 
In the recent years an extensive literature has arisen on the question of 
existence of solutions to equations of type (l), A being a linear operator with 
a finite dimensional kernel, the partial inverse of A being compact, and B 
being a nonlinear operator (see [9]). The case when both A and B are 
nonlinear and monotone has been studied by, among others, Brtzis [3-S], 
B&is and Haraux [8], Browder [ 11, 121, Browder and Hess [ 131, Calvert 
and Gupta [ 141, Gupta and Hess [ 1’71, and Reich [ 191. 
Their method of proof of the solvability of (1) begins in a rather classical 
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manner. With the aid of results for maximal monotone operators and degree 
theory they first solve the perturbed problem 
f E Au, + Bu, + EJ(u,) (2) 
for each E > 0. Then, with the aid of the uniform boundedness principle they 
conclude the existence of a constant C, independent of E, such that 11 u,([ < C. 
The abstract results obtained by this method take the form 
R(A l tB)=R(A)+R(B), 
or more generally, 
R(A +B)21R(A)+covR(B), 
where cov K denotes the convex hull of K and UN V means the sets U and 
V have the same interiors and the same closures. 
Here the question of the existence of a solution to Eq. (1), or more 
generally to 
Cun(Au+Bu)#0 (1’) 
is reduced, with the aid of the minimax theorem, to the study of the 
variational problem 
(VP): find u E Dom(cp) such that 
cf,gj$LXAu (f- g, u - u) + v(u) -v(o) Q 0 for all u E DoNrp). 
The results obtained by this method do not depend on assumptions uch 
as coerciveness, semi-coerciveness, asymptotic oddness, or maximal 
monotonicity of A + B, a fact which promises a considerably broader range 
of possible applications. 
0. PRELIMINARY REMARKS 
In this and the following sections, unless otherwise specified, E will denote 
a real reflexive Banach space and E* will denote its dual. The value of 
x* E E * at x E E will be denoted by (x*, x). The norm of E will be denoted 
by (1 . (1 and the norm of E* by (1 . II*. 
We shall use the symbol “lim” or + to indicate strong convergence and 
“w-1im” or - for the convergence in E, = (E; o(E, E*)). We shall also use 
the same notation to denote convergence in E * and Ez = (E*; o(E*, E)), 
respectively. 
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A subset M of E x E* is said to be monotone (resp. strongly monotone) if
for each pair [xi, yi] E M, i = 1,2, we have 
(Yl -Y,,X, -x2>>0 
(resp. (y, - yZr x1 - x2) > /IX, - x2 I]‘). A monotone set is said to be 
maximal monotone if it is not properly contained in any other monotone set. 
The following notation is standard: for A s E x E* we let 
Ax={y: [x,y]EA}, 
D(A) = {x : Ax # 0}, B(A) = u {Ax : x E D(A)}. 
If ,l E R and B is a subset of E x E*, we also define 
AA = { [x, JlY I : 1x2 YlE A I 
and 
A+B={[x,y+z]:[x,y]EA,[x,z]E:B}. 
With each x E E we associate the set 
J(x) = {x* E E” : (x*,x) = ]]x]]’ = ]]x*]]?+}. 
Using the Hahn-Banach theorem, it is immediately clear that J(x) # 0 for 
any x E E. The set J (cE x E*) previously defined will be referred to as the 
(normalized) Duality map of E. If E and E * are strictly convex, then J is a 
single-valued function defined on all of E. 
DEFINITION 0.1. The subset A of E x E* is said to be upper semicon- 
tinuous (as a map of D(A) c E, into 2EL,) if, for each x, E D(A) and each 
open set G in E,* containing AxO, there is a neighborhood U of x0 in E,. such 
that Ax s G for all x E U. 
A is said to be finitely upper semicontinuous if it is upper semicontinuous 
asamapofFnD(A)into2 , EG, for each finite-dimensional subspace F of E. 
The following proposition will be used latter: 
PROPOSITION 0.2. Let A be an upper semicontinuouos subset of E x E”, 
Suppose that for each x E D(A), Ax is a convex compact subset of Ez. If 
x, - x, in D(A) and xx E Ax,, then 
6) s:p IIx,*II* < +a, 
m - 
(ii) n cov{x,* : n > k} c Ax,. 
k=l 
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Remark. It is now clear that under the assumptions of the proposition 
above one can conclude that the set 
o&{x,*}) = {y* E E* : y* = w - lim xzk, 
for some subsequence {xz, } of {x,* } } 
is nonempty and moreover o&{x,*}) G Ax,. 
Proof of Proposition 0.2 [2 11. Assume y E E. In view of the assumptions 
on A and the continuity (from E,* into [0, +co [) of 
w: z* I-+ I@*, Y)l, 
we can conclude that Ax, G w- ‘( [0, A[) f or some I > 0. Because of the upper 
semicontinuity of A at x,,, for all sufficiently large n we have 
x,*EAx,q-‘([O,A[); 
hence ](xf, y)] < I(y) for all n. The uniform boundedness principle can now 
be applied to conclude that sup,, ]] x,* ]I* < +co. We now prove (ii). Let 
z * 6? Ax, ; in view of the compactness of Ax, there exists y E E such that 
(z*, Y> > (b*, Y) + E 
for each b* E Ax,. Let I’ be an open set in E,*, with Ax, E I’, such that 
(z*, Y) > cc*, Y) + E 
for all c* E V. Again, by the upper semicontinuity of A at x,, there exists an 
open set W (in E,), x0 E W, for which (z*, y) > (d*, y) + E for all 
d” E Ux,, Ax. Since x, - x, and x,* E Ax,, 
<z*, Y) > (Xf, Y) + E 
for all it > n,. Therefore 
(z*, Y) > (w*, Y) + E 
for each w* E cov{x,* :n>n,},andz*65nE,cov{xX:n>,k}. 1 
Following Browder and Hess [ 131, a subset A of E x E* is said to be 
quasi-bounded if for each M > 0 there exists k(M) > 0 such that whenever 
[u, w] EA and (w,u)<MIIuII, Ilull GM, then IlwII* <k(M). 
A subset C of E is said to be locally convex if for each x, y E C there 
exists t = t(x, y) E IO, 1[ such that 
x(s)-(l-s)x+syEC 
for each s, 0 < s < t. 
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DEFINITION 0.3. A subset h4 of E x E* is said to be hemicontinuous on 
C, C s E, if 
(i) C f2 D(A) is locally convex; and 
(ii) for each x, y E Cn D(A) 
for each z E E. 
The following proposition (due to Brizis et al. [lo]) is going to play a 
important role in the development of this paper: 
PROPOSITION 0.4. Let E be a Hausdorfl topological vector space and X 
an arbitrary set in E. To each x E X let a set F(x) in E be given satisfying 
(1) F(x,) = L is compact for some xg E X. 
(2) The convex hull of every jinite subset (x, ,..,, x,) of X is contained 
in the corresponding union Ur=, F(xj). 
(3) For every x E X, the intersection of F(x) with any finite- 
dimensional subspace is closed. 
(4) For every convex subset D of E we have 
Then flxSx F(x) z 0. 
We close this section with a survey of basic convex analysis. 
A function r,~ of E into [-co, +co ] is called convex if the inequality 
c4x + (1 - l)Y) <h(x) + (1 - 1) ul(Y) 
holds for every 3, E [0, 1] and all x, y E E such that the right-hand side is 
well defined. The function (D is called concave if --rp is convex. The function 
a, is said to be proper if p(x) > -co for every x E E and if rp is not the 
constant + 00. 
DEFINITION 0.5. The function (D: E + [-co, +coo] is called lower 
semicontinuous at x0 if 
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PROPOSITION 0.6. Let q: E+ [---co, +a] be a convex and lower 
semicontinuous function. Then 
(1) tf a, assumes the value -co, it cannot take any finite value; 
(2) the function rp is lower-semicontinuous with respect to the weak 
topology on E; 
(3) the function ~1 is bounded from below by an afJine continuous 
function. 
For the proof of this proposition see, e.g., [2]. Associated to any function 
q: E+ [-co, +a~] we have its conjugate map q*: E* -+ [-co, +co] defined 
by 
rp*(x*) = sup{ (x*, x) - q(x) : x E I;}. 
If we define Dam(q) E: E by Dam(q) = {x E E: q(x) < +a~), then 
cp*(x*) = sup{ (x*, x) - q(x): x E Dom(cp)}. 
The set Dam(q) will be referred as the effective domain of cp. 
DEFINITION 0.6. Let rp: E+ [-co, +co] be a proper function. We say 
that the function C+J is subdzfirentiuble at the point u E Dam(q) if its subdif- 
ferential 
c+(u) = { y* E E*: (y*, v - u) < q(v) - q(u), Vu E E} 
is nonempty. 
It is immediately obvious that C?(P (GE X E*) is monotone. In this context 
we have that if qr is assumed to be lower semicontinuous, proper, and convex 
on E, then aq~ is maximal monotone and it domain D(arp) is a dense subset of 
Don-W. 
PROPOSITION 0.7. Let rp be a lower semicontinuous proper convex 
function of E into l-00, +a~]. Then 
(1) function rp* is covex, lower-semicontinuous, and proper on the 
dual space E*, and 
(2) foreachxEEandy*EE* 
(Y*T x> G v(x) + P*(Y*>; 
moreover, 
(Y*, x> = P(X) + P*(Y*) zf and only tf Y * E %e>. 
The proof of this proposition may be found in [2]. 
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1. MAIN RESULTS 
As in the previous section, E will denote a real reflexive Banach space 
with topological dual E*; E$ = (E*, a(E*, E)). 
Let 9 be a proper lower semicontinuous convex function of E into 
]-co, +co] and A a subset of E x E*. We shall say that the pair (9,A) is 
admissible if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Dom(9) G D(A); 
(ii) For every x E D(A), Ax is convex and compact in Ef$. 
(A) 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let II: E X E -+ R and p: E + R be two functions with p 
convex and lower semicontinuous. Let A be a subset of E x E*. Then A is 
said to be of the class M(1, /3) if 
(WI - w2, XI - x2> + qx, 3 x*> > P(x, - x2> PI 
for each [x,, w,] and [x2, w2] in A. We note that in the case in which A is 
monotone, 2 and /3 can be taken to be zero. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let (9, A) and (9, B) be two admissible pairs. If 
u E Dom(9) is such that 
Bun (Au + 89,(u)) f 0, m 
then 
0 E Dom(9*) + (A - B)(Dom(9)). (Q> 
Proof: Let z E Bu n (Au + 39(u)); then z E p + 39(u) with p E Au. Thus 
q = z - p E 39(u) and u E a9*(9)* 
From this inclusion we conclude that q E D49*) and 
z = q + p E Dom(9”) + p. Therefore 
0 E Dom(9*) + p - z E Dom(9*) + (A - B)(Dom(9)). I 
The results in the present section will show that under suitable conditions 
on the subsets A and B, condition (Q) is almost sufftcient for the existence of 
a solution to (P). 
In our discussion we shall use the finite topologies t. A point x0 of a set K 
lies in the r-interior of K if and only if for each z in the containing space 
there exists 6(z) > 0 such that for 0 < ]r] < 6(z), x0 + TZ lies in K. 
Lemma 1.3 will be of crucial importance to the subsequent development 
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of this paper. The lemma as stated here is a slight modification of a similar 
one used by Aubin [ 11. Although our poof does not differ from his, we shall 
give it here for the sake of completeness. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let E be an arbitrary Banach space and assume that both 
(q, A) and (rp, B) are admissible pairs. Then the following two statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) 31 E Dom(cp): Biin (AU + C!+(U)) # 0; 
(2) Iii E Dom(yl): 
Vu E Dam(q). 
(f,g)$c&u (f - g3 v - 4 + rpw - v(v) < 0 
Proof. The implication (1) * (2) is obvious. Now, let zi be a solution of 
(2) and 9 the mapping of Bii X Ail x Dom(rp) into ]-co, +co] defined by 
~(f,b%v)=(f-& v - q + q(U) -q(v). 
Clearly, 
for each v E Dam(o). Therefore 
By the minimax theorem [ 15, p. 1751 we can conclude that 
inf { SUP -WA &V)l<O. 
(f,R)EBFXAii ~‘~Dom(m) 
But 
sup “Wf, g, v) = cp*(f - s) + o(G) - (f - g, U) 
vsDom(w) 
and 
From Fenchel’s inequality (Proposition 0.7(2)) we conclude that 
Finally, assumption (A) and the lower semicontinuity of (o* allow us to 
conclude the existence of (7, g) E Bzi x Azi for which 
cp”(J;- g)+ql(q-((f-~,zq=0. 
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This is equivalent o saying that f- g E @I(C), i.e., 
Bun (AU + ap(zq) # 0. I 
THEOREM 1.4. Let E be a real reflexive Banach space and (q, A) an 
admissible pair with A lying in the class M(3L, p). If 
(1) &Y, Y) < P(0) for all x, Y E E, 
(2) r-int{Dom(rp*) + Dom(p*) + cov A(Dom(rp))} # 0, and either 
(3) A is finitely upper semicontinuous, or 
(4) A is hemicontinuous on Dam(p), 
then 
s-int(Dom(q*) + DomQ?*) + cov A(Dom(p))} c R(A + a(o). 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let E be a real reflexive Banach space and (rp, A) an 
admissible pair satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1.4. If we also have 
(5) limllx,~+obwlllxll~ = +a, 
then R(A + 3~) = E*. 
Proof Let x* E E*. From (5) there exists R > 0 such that 
P(X) a lIx*Il* II4 
for all x, IJxIJ > R. Hence, 
(x*Y x> - lo(x) G /Ix* II* {Ilxll - llxll I c 0 
if [[XII 2 R. Since lp is lower semicontinuous and E is reflexive, we can 
conclude that 
P*(x*) = ;:g {lx *,x> - p(x)} < +a. 
Therefore, Dom(p*) = E * and by Theorem 1.4 
E*cR(A+@). 1 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let E be a real reflexive Banach space and (qr, A) an 
admissible pair satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1.4. If D(A) = E, then 
for each E > 0 
R(A + EJ) = E*. 
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Proof Let E > 0 and qs : E -+ [ 0, +co [ be the map defined by 
rpdx) = (E/2) IIXl12~ 
Clearly, Dom(cp$) = E* and by Theorem 1.4 we can conclude that E* E 
R(A + @I,). Since 3~~ = EJ, the proof is completed. 1 
Remark. We remark in passing that in the case in which [0, 0] E A and 
all the assumptions of Corollary 1.6 are satisfied it follows that 
W(O) 5 R(A). 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let E be a real reflexive Banach space and (p, A) an 
admissible pair satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1.4. Assume @I is such 
that 
bff E E*, 3a E E: hm 7 @-La-z) ,,. 
Iz,hlGam llzll * ($1 ll~ll++~ 
Then R(A + 3~) = E*. 
Proof To prove Corollary 1.7 we first observe that if f E E* and E > 0, 
then f = w, + EJ(u,) for some U, E II(+). Because of ($), {]]u,]]: E > O} is 
bounded. Hence R(&JJ) = E*. Finally, since I)(+*) = R(+) and D(+*) c 
Dom((o*), it follows that Dom(y,*) = E*; hence R(A + a(o) = E*. I 
COROLLARY 1.8. Let E be a real reflexive Banach space and let (rp, A) 
and (p, B) be two admissible pairs with B strongly monotone and A lying in 
the class M(IL, p). If 
(1) n(x, y) <j?(O) for all x, y E E, and either 
(2) A + B isftnitely upper semicontinuous, or 
(3) A + B is hemicontinuous on Dam(p), 
then 
R(A +B+@)=E*. 
Proof. Let C = A + B, and for each u E E define 
4(u) = II u II * + P(u)* 
Clearly, C E M(A, 4) and 
m, 9 4) G O(O) 
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for each ui and U, in E. In view of the lower semicontinuity of p, we can 
conclude the existence of x* E E* and (r E Fit for which the inequality 
holds true, for each u E E. Hence Dom(#*) = E* and the conclusion of 
Corollary 1.8 now follows froms from Theorem 1.4. I 
DEFINITION 1.9. Let E be a real reflexive Banach space and A a subset 
of E X E*. Then A is said to be pseudomonotone if the following conditions 
hold: 
(a) The set Au is nonempty, bounded, closed, and convex for all 
u E D(A). 
(b) The set A is finitely upper semicontinuous as a map of E into 2”‘~. 
(c) If {uj} is a sequence in D(A) converging weakly to u E D(A) and 
if wj EAuj is such that 
- 
limj,, (wj, uj - u) GO, then to each element 
u E D(A) there exists w(v) E Au with the property 
lim (Wj' Uj - V) ~ (W(V), U - V). 
j+oo 
THEOREM 1.10. Let E be a real reflexive Banach space and (9, A) an 
admissible pair with A a pseudomonotone operator of the class M(&/l), 
1(x, y) = o(x) ,u( y). Suppose that 
(1) Ilxll-‘w(x)-+ 0 as llxll+ +co, and 
(2) r-int{Dom(q*) + DomclJ*) + cov A(Dom(yl))} # 0. 
Moreover, suppose that one of the following three conditions holds: 
(3) There exists x E Dom(cp) such that 
inf((w, u -x): [u, w] E A, I/u11 GM} > --co foreach M > 0. (+I 
(4) 1 maps bounded subsets of E x E into bounded sunsets of R. 
(5) 0 E Dom(rp) and A is quasi-bounded. 
Then 
r-int{Dom(y,*) + Dam@*) + covA(Dom(p))} E R(A + acp). 
Remark. Condition (+) is implied by condition (*) of [8]: 
Vf ER(A) Vy’YED(A) sup (h-f,y-z)<+co. 
lz,hlEA 
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COROLLARY 1.11. Let E be a real reflexive Banach space and ((p, A) an 
admissible pair with Dam(q) = E. If A is maximal monotone and satisfies 
condition (t), then 
r-int(R(@) t cov R(A)) c R(A t arp). 
Proof: Since A is maximal monotone and D(A) = E, it follows that A is 
pseudomonotone. Now the corollary is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 1.10 and the fact that if /I= 0, then Dom(@*) = (0). 1 
In the subsequent results the following class of operators will play an 
important role: 
DEFINITION 1.12. Let E be a real reflexive Banach space, (cp, A) an 
admissible pair, f an element of E*, and L(f): Dom(rp) x
Dam(p) + ]-co, i-co] the mapping defined by 
L(f)(x, Y) = ,‘$fx< w, x - Y> - w - Y> + dx> - P(Y)- 
The pair (q, A) is jirmly admissible if 
for each closed bounded subset K of Dam(q) 
K(f, Y) = K n Ix E Domb,): L(f)(x, Y> < 01 
is a(E, E *)-closed for each y E K and each f E E *. 0-9 
Remark. Let (p, A) be an admissible pair with A satisfying the following 
strong pseudomonotonicity condition: 
If x, -I x with x,, x E Dom(rp), then 
inf (w, x - y) < lim 
WEAX 
n-m ,1;“Af, (w, xn - Y> ” 
for each y E Dom(rp). 
Then (o, A) is firmly admissible. 
Proposition 1.13 provides us with a class of mappings A for which (p, A) 
is firmly admissible. 
PROPOSITION 1.13. Let E be a reflexive Banach space and (v, A) an 
admissible pair with A upper semicontinuous as a map of D(A) GE,. into 
2E,‘.. Assume that for each [u,, wn] E A, u, 2 u with u,, u E Dam(p) 
!ilJ (wn, U” - u) > 0. (***I 
n-+tm 
Then (q, A) isfirmly admissible. 
409/92/l-13 
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Proof: Let (a,,, wn] E A be such that 
Assume that u, - u with u,, u E Dam(q). Then (by Proposition 0.2), with 
w = w - lim wnk and assuming that L(f)(u,, y) < 0, we have that [u, w] E A 
and 
- 
(w 2.4 - Y> - (.L u - v> t du) - P(Y) < hm n+a, (wnk, u - unk) < 0. 
Hence 
Note that if A is monotone or, more generally, if there exists a lower 
semicontinuous convex function p: E + l-00, t co 1, /3(O) > 0, such that 
for each [u,, w,] and [u,, w2] in A, then A satisfies (***). 
THEOREM 1.14. Let E be a real reflexive Banach space and (cp, A) a 
firmly admissible pair with A lying in the class M&p) and 
J(x, y) = co(x)p(y). Suppose that ~~x~~-‘o(x)-+ 0 as [(XII + t 00, and 
t-int{Dom(p*) t Dom(P*) t cov A(pom(p))} # 0, 
If any of the following jive conditions holds: 
(1) A maps bounded subsets of E into bounded subsets of E*; 
(2) cp maps bounded subsets of E into bounded subsets of RR; 
(3) 0 E Dam(p) and A is quasi-bounded; 
(4) There exists x e Dam(v) such that 
inf{(w, u -x): [u, w] E A, llull GM} > --03 for each A4 > 0; (t) 
(5) 1 maps bounded subsets of E x E into bounded subsets of R; 
then 
r-int(Dom(a,*) t Dam@*) t cov A(Dom(p))} c R(A + 3~). 
We now consider the solvability of (P). To this purpose, let (rp, A) and 
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(rp, B) be two admissible pairs and Y: Dam(o) x Dam(o)+ ]-co, a~] the 
mapping defined by 
DEFINITION 1.15. The pairs ((p, A), (q, I?) are said to be jointly firmly 
admissible ii 
for each closed convex bounded subset K of Dam(o) 
K(o)=Kn {u:~~(u,v)~O} 
is a@, E*)-closed for each D E K. (SF) 
THEOREM 1.16. Let E be a real reflexive Banach space and ((p, A), 
(CJI, B) two jointly firmly admissible pairs with A lying in the class M(& /I) 
and B satisfying 
(w, - w2, x1 -x2> - (wz, x,) <D(x,) < +a WI 
for each [x,, w,] and [x2, wz] in B. Suppose J,(x, y) = w(x),u(y) with 
IIxII-‘w(x)+ 0 as ]]x]] + +oo and 0 E r-int{Dom(rp*) + Dom(JI*) + 
(A - BPom(d)l. 
Supose further that any one of the following three conditions holds: 
(1) 0 E Dam(q) and A is quasi-bounded. 
(2) There exists x E Dam(q) such that 
inf{(w,u-x): [u,w]EA,](u]]<M;>-co foreach M>O. (+) 
(3) 1 maps bounded subsets of E x E into bounded subsets of II?. 
Then there exists u E Dam@) such that 
Bu n (Au + @I(U)) # 0. 
Remark. Condition (N) is satisfied if B is the constant operator 
B= {[u,f]:uEE,f EE* (f fixed)}. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4. 
Forf E E* let L(f): Dom((p) X Dam(q) + ]-co, +co] be the map defined 
by 
w)(x~ Y> = ~$p4 x - Y> - (f, x - Y> + P(X) - P(Y)- 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let C be a convex a(E, E*)-compact subset of Dam(q). 
Then there exists x, E C such that 
Jw)(X~ xc> a 0 (VI,.) 
for all x E C. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. For each x E C let 
W(x) = {YE c: L(f >(x, Y) > 01. 
NOW, for y, E W(x) and y E C with y, -+ y, if we let w, E Ax be such that 
(w,, x - Y,> = &$ (w x - YJ 
for each n E N, we can conclude that 
($3 x - Y) - (f,x - Y) + dx> - 44Y) > 0, 
where 3 = w - lim wnk, for some subsequence ( w,,~} of { wn]. Since 
(!-Rx - Y) < f\; (w$’ x - Y,,) < cc x - Y> 
for all fi E Ax, we obtain 
Therefore, W(x) is strongly closed and it is not difficult to see that W(x) is 
also convex, hence a(E, E*)-compact. It is also easy to see that conditions 
(3) and (4) of Proposition 0.4 are satisfied. We now claim that if 
x, ,***, x, E C, then 
cov(x, )...) Xn) G i, W(Xi). 
i=l 
Suppose otherwise. Then there exist real numbers a, ,..., an, 0 < ai < 1, 
Cy= 1 a,. = 1 for which 
z = 2 aixi 6Z W(xj), 1 <j<n, 
i= I 
i.e., L(f )(xj, z) < 0 for 1 < j < n. Let wi(z) E Axi be such that 
L(f >(xi5 z, = (wi(z>7 xi - ‘> - (.Lxj - z> + ulCxi> - PC’>. 
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Then 
~ aiL(f)(Xi, Z) = ~ ai(Wi(Z), Xi - Z) + ~ aiul(Xi) - Cp(Z) < 0, 
i=l i=l i=l 
but 
hence 
5 Cfi(Wi(Z), Xi - L) < 0. 
‘i=l 
By assumption (wi(z), xi - z) > p(xi - z) - Iz(x,, z) + (w, xi - z), where 
w E AZ. so 
i ai(wi(z), xi - z) > 5 ai/3(xi - z) - + aiA(xi, z) 
i=l i=l iv1 
> p(O) - i CliA(Xi, Z) > 0. 
i=l 
This contradiction proves our claim, and in this way we have proved that the 
family (W(x): x E C} satisfies all the requirements of Proposition 0.4. Thus 
i.e., there exists xc in C such that L(f)(x, xc) > 0 for all x E C. I 
LEMMA 2.2. If all the assumptions of Theorem 1.4 are satisfied, then 
there exists a sequence {C,} of subsets of Dam(q) and a sequence (x, } of 
elements of Dom(rp) such that 
(1) for each n E N, x, E C, and 
(2) for each x E C, and each n E N, L(f)(x,, x) < 0. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. For each n E N, let 
C, = {x E Don-@): I/XII < n, v(x) < nl; 
clearly, C, is a closed convex bounded subset of Dom(rp) and Dam(q) = 
u,“=, C”. 
We shall prove that if condition (3) or (4) of Theorem 1.4 is satisfied, then 
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x, can be defined to be xc,, where xc n is the solution to (VI,) with C = C,,. 
Let I E 10, 1 [, x E C,, and x,(t) = xc, - t(x,.” -x) E C,,. Then 
i.e., 
inf w%Ax,w h ~(0 - xc,> - (.A x,(f) - xcn> + rp(.W> - d+,> 0 
or 
SUP (WC"-+ (A ~,"-~~+~~~,,>-rp(~>,<~. 
WEAX, 
Assume now that A satisfies condition (3) of Theorem 1.4. Let w,(t) E Ax,(r) 
be such that 
(wn(O, xc, -x) = sup (w,xc,-x); wsAx,(f) 
the upper semicontinuity of A on F = sp(x, ,x) in conjunction with 
assumption (A) will imply that {w,(t): 0 < f < 1 }“is bounded, and if w, = w- 
lim I,+,, W&J, then w, E AX,,. Moreover, 
( ~,4c”-+uxc n - x> + 40(x,,) - cp(x> <0. 
Thus L(f)(xc,, x)<OforeachxEC,. 
If A satisfies condition (4) of Theorem 1.4, then 
,2! (w+,-x)< llm 1 SUP (w,xc,-x)I 
C" f-o+ WEAX, 
G (f; xc, -x> - rp(xc,) + v(x)* 
Hence L (f DC,, x)<OforeachxEC,. 
We can now conclude that in both instances, if x, s xc,, then 
L(f)(x,,x)<Oforallx in C,. I 
LEMMA 2.3. Let x, E Dam(q) and C, c Dam(q) be such that 
(1) foreachnEN,x,EC,, 
(2) for each n E N, C,,G Cn+l, and 
(3) for each x E C,, Lcf)(x,, x) < 0. 
If f E r-int{Dom(cp*) + Dome*) + cov A(Dom(rp))}, then there exists 
ME IO, +a[ such that J/x,() Q Mfor each n E N. 
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Proof of Lemma 2.3. Let z E E*; then there exists 6(z) > 0 such that 
f + 6z E Dom(q*) + Dam@*) + cov A(Dom(p)) 
for each 0 < / 61 < 6(z). 
Hence 
m(z) 
f+JZ= Jf aj(a+b+Wj}, 
i= 1 
where a E Don@*), b E Dam@*), and Wj E Ayj, yj E Dam(p), 
j = l,..., m(z). If n(z) is the smallest integer for which 
then, for each n > n(z), 
&z, xn> = c a/{( a, X” - Vi> + (by Xn> + (“‘j, X, - Yj> - U X” - J’i> 
j=l 
+(a+wj-f,Yj)l 
m(Z) 
G x a,@*(a) + P(Xn - Yj> + V*(b) + cP(X,) + (W.i’Xn - Y,i> 
j=l 
But 
- (5 X, - Yj> + (a + wj - f, Yj> I* 
Cwj’ xn - Yj> G 'txn 3 Yj) - PCxn - Yj) + (w3 xn - Yj> 
for each w E Ax, and each j. Hence 
and 
m(z) m(z) 
‘(‘3 xn> G C ajA(xnP Yj) + C ajL(f>(x”> Yj) 
j=l j= I 
m(z) 
+ C aji(P(Yj) + P*(a) + P*(b) + (a + Wj -f, Yj)l* 
j=l 
Therefore 
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+ (a + Wj -f, Yj) . 
I 
By the uniform boundedness principle there exists M E IO, + co [ such that 
JIx,(I <A4 for each n E N. I 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. As in Lemma 2.2, we let 
C, = {x E Dom(yl): llxll < n, P(X) < n). 
Since E is reflexive, C, is c$E, E*)-compact for each n E N. Lemma 2.2 
implies the existence of x, E C, for which L(f)(x,, x) < 0 for each x E C,. 
Because fE r-int{Dom(y*) + Dam@*) + covA(Dom(p))}, it follows from 
Lemma 2.3 that the sequence {]]xn I]} is uniformly bounded. 
Let x E Dam(p) be such that L(f)( x,, x) < 0 for each n E N. Then (for 
some W, E Ax,) 
- lim /?(x,--x) < +w. 
n+m 
Hence { [x,, , q+,)]: n E N) is bounded in E x 6’. To complete the proof of 
the theorem, we let 
R = max{syP ]I.%/]; s;P &,)I 
and N= [2R + 11. Then, for each y E Dam(p) there exists II E IO, l[ such 
that ~=(l-~)x,,,+~~ZyC~. Hence 
0 > WXXN, u> a (1 - A> w-)kw 4v) + ~wmv~ Y) 
and w-)kv~ Y) G 0 for all y E Dam(9). 
The conclusion of the theorem is now a consequence of Lemma 1.3. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.10 
As in [ 181, we shall denote by E @ IR the space E x R, normed by 
II(x, 411 = (Ilxll’ + 14*Y. 
We identify the dual (E @ R)* of E @ R with E* @ R, the pairing 
between (x, a) E E @ R and (y*, p*) E E* @ R being 
cccY*, P”)? (XT a)>) = cY*, x) + P*a. 
For any subset A of EXE*, we shall denote by A @ 1 the subset of 
(E @ R) X (E* @ R) defined by 
A @ 1(x, a) = {(w, 1): w E Ax}. 
Clearly, A @ 1 is pseudomonotone, provided A is such. Moreover, 
vi(p) = {(x, a): a > q(x)} s D(A 0 1) 
if Dam(q) C_ D(A). 
For f E E* and K a subset of D(A), we let S(A, K) be the set of all 
elements u of E such that 
(i) uEK: M~Ju(w-f.u-v),<O, VvEK. 
If Dom(p> C_ D(A), we shall denote by S(A, o) the set of all elements u of 
D(A) such that 
(ii) u E Dom(cp): .j,nf, (w - f, u - II) + (D(U) - (D(V) < 0 Vu E Dom((p). 
Then 
(u, a) E S(A 0 1, epi@>> 
if and only if 
~4 E W, cp> and a = q(u). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let E be a real reflexive Banach space and (q, A) an 
admissible pair with A a pseudomonotone operator of Dam(q) into 2”‘. If 
R > 0 and 
Dom(yl, R) = {x E Dom(rp): /lx]] f R, q(x) <R} f 0, 
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then 
S(A 0 1, epi(rp, RI) f 0, 
where epi(p, 8) = { [ x, a] E epi(lp): x E Dom((o, R), a < R ). 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Because of [ 13, Theorem 151, we only need to 
verify that epi(q, R) is a bounded subset of E @ R. Suppose otherwise. Then 
(][x,, a,]][ --) +co as n -+ +co for some sequence {Ix,, a,,]} c epi(p, R). Since 
)1x,,]] <R, and a, <R, it follows that a, -+ --03 as n + +oo. Also, cp(x,) < a, 
for each n E N. Thus yl(x,) + -co as n --+ +a~. The reflexivity of E and the 
lower-semicontinuity of a, will then lead us to a contradiction. 4 
Remark. We remark in passing that if [x,, a,] is in S(A 0 1, epi((p, R)), 
then so is [xR, I]. 
Throughout our arguments, we will make use of 
LEMMA 3.2. Let E be an arbitrary Banach space and w: E + IR a 
function with Ilxjl-‘w(x) -+ 0 as /JxII + +a. Let (x,}, x, E E, be such that 
for each y E E* there exist a constant c(y) > 0 and an integer n(y) for 
which (y, x,J < c( y){w(x,) + M(y)}, M(y) < +a~ for each n > n(y). Then 
(IIxnll} is bounded. 
A similar lemma was proved by Browder [ 121. Although our proof is the 
same as his, we shall give it here for the sake of completeness. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Suppose otherwise. Then we may assume without 
loss of generality that ]lx,,]] -+ +co and that (o(x,)] --t co. 
Let V, = ] w(x,)l - 1 x, . Then ]] vn I] + +03 while for each y in E*, 
(Y, un> G C(Y){1 + w(YM~wl)I~ n Z n(y). 
Hence 
(YY u,> < WY) < +a, Vn > 1, 
where 
WY) = max{ max 
I<i<n(y) 
ICY, ui)l; iyi;, C(Y){ 1 + t”(Y)ll O(xiI)I I* 
By the uniform boundedness principle {I] u,,]l} is bounded. This 
contradiction proves the lemma. I 
Proof of Theorem 1.10. As in Lemma 3.1, we let 
Dom(v, R) = ix E Dom(yl): II4 < R, 0) < R 1 
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and 
epi((p, R) = { [x, a] E epi(p): x E Dom(cp, R), a < R }. 
Then epi(cp) = U R,O epi(o, R), and for each R > R, there exists [xR, a,] E 
epi(p, R) such that [xR, q(xR)] E S(A @ 1, epi(p, R)). 
Since ( [x, o(x)]: x E Dom(p, R)} E epi(cp, R), it follows that 
inf 
WEAXR 
cw7 xR - Y> - (J xR - Y> + dxR) - (P(Y) < o 
for each y E Dom(o, R). 
As in Lemma 2.3, we can see that if 
f E r-int{Dom(o*) + Dom(/?*) + cov A(Dom(rp))}, 
then for each z E E * there exists 6(z) > 0 such that if 0 < ( 6 ] ( S(z), then 
f + 6z E Dom((p*) + Dam@*) + covA(Dom(rp)) 
and 
m(z) 
&ZVXR) < C ajP(Yj> I + M(Z), R >R,, 
j=l 
where 
m(2) 
6Z= C aj{U+b+"j-fl 
j=l 
with a E Dom(J?*), b E Dom(rp*), wj E Ayj, yj E Dom(cp), j = l,..., m(z). 
Here R, is the smallest real for which 
iY , ,..., Y,,,~,,} s Dom(rp, R,) (sDom(cp, 4, + ~1, E > 0). 
Hence 
and if we let 
C(z) = max{b-’ ,G(a,x(,) IP(Y 6-‘M(z)l~ 
then 
(‘3 xR> < c(z>{iO(xR>i + ’ 1 
for each R > R,. By Lemma 3.2, the sequence {l]xRI]: R > R,} is bounded. 
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To conclude the proof of the theorem it suffices to show that {lp(xR): 
R > R,} is bounded. To this purpose we first assume that condition (3) is 
satisfied. Then 
9(x,) < v(x) + (A xR-x)-(wx,xR-x) 
for some x E nR>R, Dom(rp, R) and some wR EAx,. Since {llxR -x/l: 
R > R,} is bounded, condition (+) will then imply that 
(w,,x,-xx)>-MM--co 
for each R > R,, and 
dXR) G Ro + IISII* sup jJXR -x/I + M < +a. 
R>R, 
The reflexivity of E and the lower semicontinuity of a, will then imply that 
{q(xR): R > R,} is bounded. 
If (4) is satisfied, then 
&RI < dx) + (f, XR-X)--(XR-X)+~(XR~X)-(W,XR-X) 
for each R > R,, x E Dom(q, R,), and w E Ax. Again, the lower semicon- 
tinuity of rp and /I, the boundedness of A, and the reflexivity of E will imply 
that {I: R > R,} is bounded. 
Finally, if (5) is satisfied and if &xR) -+ +co as R + +m, then 
cwR, xR) < do) - dxR) + (fi xR> 
for some w, E Ax, and each R > R,. So, for each R > R, > R,, (wR,xR) < 
\lf\l* llxR((. Let M, =su~{llx~ll: s>R,} and M=Max{M,,((fjI,}; then 
(wR~xR)<MIIxRII and liXRIi GM 
for each R > R, . By the quasi-boundedness of A we can conclude that 
ilwR/I* <WV < +a 
for each R > R, . Hence 
dxR) < do) + (A xR) + 11 wR iI* dXR 11 < 03’ 
This contradiction proves that {I: R > R,} is bounded above. Now, the 
boundedness of {v)(xR): R > R,} follows as in the previous cases. U 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.14 
ForfE E* let L(f): Dam(q) X Dom(rp) + ]-co, +a] be the map defined 
by 
WXG Y> = j-l;* ( w,x-Y)-(f,x-Y)+~(x)-(o(Y). 
LEMMA 4.1. If E is supplied with its weak topology a(E, E*), if K is a 
closed convex bounded subset of Dam(q), and l$ (q, A) is aj?rmly admissible 
pair, then there exists x, ~5 K such that 
for each y E K. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1 [20]. Suppose (VI,) does not hold. If for each 
y E K we set 
K(Y) = {x E K: W-)(x, Y) > 01, 
it follows that K\K(y) = {x E K: L(f)(x, y) < 0) is a(E, E*)-closed. Since 
K is o(E, E*)-compact and K = U,,,, K(y), there exists a finite family 
{Y k ,..., yk} such that K = U:= i K( y,). Let { p1 ,..., pk} be a partition of unity 
corresponding to this covering, i.e., each pi is a continuous mapping of K 
into [0, l] which vanishes outside of K( yi), while C:=, p,(x) = 1 for all x 
in K. 
Let p be the mapping defined by 
k 
P(x) = C Pi(x) Yi 
for each x E K. Then p is continuous, and by Brouwer’s fixed point theorem 
there exists X in K such that 
x= p(Z) = ; pi(x)yi. 
i=l 
Hence 
0 > L(f) 
This contradiction proves the Lemma. fl 
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Proof of Theorem 1.14. As in Lemma 3.1, we let 
Dom(v, R) = { w E Dom(yl): I/x II < R, v(x) < R 1. 
Since E is reflexive, Dom((o, R) is a(E, E*)-compact, and by Lemma 4.1 
there exists xR e Dom(o, R) (R > R,) such that L(f)(x,, y) < 0 for each 
Y E Dom(p, R). 
The proof of Theorem 1.14 now mimics that of Theorem 1.10 and it is 
omitted. 1 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.16 
Let (cp, A) and (P, B) be jointly firmly admissible and let P: Dam(o) x 
Dom((p)-t ]-co, +co] be the mapping defined by 
Y(u, 0) = (f g)$;XAu (f - g9 ?J - u> + v(u) -v(v). 
LEMMA 5.1. If E is supplied with its weak topology a(E, E *), if K is a 
closed convex bounded subset of Dam(o), and if (p, A) and (9, B) are jointly 
jirmly admissible, then there exists xK E K such that 
for each y E K. 
Proof of Theorem 1.16. For each R > 0 we let 
Dom(v, R) = Ix E Dam(v): Ilxll <R, q(x) < RI. 
Since E is reflexive and Dom(cp, R) is closed, convex, and bounded, there 
exists X, E Dom(q, R) such that 9(x,, y) ( 0 for each y E Dom(q, R). 
By assumption, for each p E E* there exists 6(p) > 0 such that 
d(p)p=r+q+f - g 
with r E Dam@*), q E Dom(q*), f E Au, and gE Bu for some 
u E Dom(o, R,). For each R > R, 
&P)(PT xFJ = ( r,x,-u)+(q,x,)+(g,x,--u)-(g,x,)+(r+f,u) 
Q*(r) +P(x, -u) + 9*(q) + P(x,) - (w, -f, xR - 4 
+(wR,xR-U)-(g,xR)+(f+r,U) 
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for some wR E Ax,. Hence 
&PKP, XR) < IcaR - wR 9 u - xR) + dxR) - d”)} + 1(X, 9 u, 
+ {(~R,XR-u)-((g,XR)}+u,*(q)+P*(r)+(f+r,U) 
for each GR E Bx, and each wR E Ax,. So 
6(P)(P, XR) < % x,,“)+A(x,,u)t {($oR&XR-U)-(g9u)} 
+(P*(q) tP*W t u-t r,u>. 
Therefore 
6(P)(P, xR) <d”) dxR) + M(P)7 R >R,, 
where M(p) < too. By Lemma 3.2 the sequence (]]xR]]: R > R,} is bounded. 
As in Theorem 1.10 we can conclude that {cp(xR): R > R,} is also bounded. 
To complete the proof of the theorem we let 
R = mWw IlxRll; sup dXR)} 
and N = [2R + 11. Then for each y E Dom((p) there exists I E IO, 1 [ such 
that 
u = (1 - 1)x, t Ay E Dom(rp, N). 
Hence 
0 2 WG, u) > (1 -A) q&r, TV) t wx,, Y) 
and 
for all y E Dam(p). 
The conclusion of the Theorem now follows as a consequence of 
Lemma 1.3. I 
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